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The Hierarchy as Universal Government 

. MANLY P .ALMER HALL 

' 

Most of us who are ga t hered here have been students of the esoteric 
philosophies for a long time . Therefore we must call upon your indulgence as 
we attempt to develop ou~ ideas as rapidly as possible and assume certain 
basic material is already available to you. First of all, we have chosen 
the term "Hierarchy" to cover the - present series of class lessons. The use 
of this term is not according to any existing group . I have used it simply 
because it is suitable ang, classical for the purpose which we hope to unfold. 
The term literally means, as you all know, An order or descent of persons or 
beings constituting a descent .Q.L@thority through its properly instituted 
agencies. The term ; or its equivalent, appears in the writings of St . Paul; 
it appears in many of the classical writings of the Greeks, Egyptians,and 
Persians. It is not exactly the word we use, but with an identical meaning. 
The term as we know it today has gained a special connotation through the 
descent of the Mahayana or Northern School of Buddhist Philosophy. This 
school originated. about the beginning of the Christian Era and was a na~ur
al development of Buddhist Philosophy as it moved gradually from a purely 

ahilosophical to a theological foundation. The term Hierarchy as used in 
he Northern Buddhist School had a meaning quite different from anything we 

know in Western Theism or Mysticism. 
Here again we have a problem which we must face squarely, and that is 

the problem of terms . I will try to explain the terms as I use them. They 
are not the direct result of any addiction to a system, but because we must 
have some kind of terminology that is comparatively adequate. Naturally we 
like to assume that those who first use terms use them with a certain meas
ure of intent, and that 1.t is no accident that certain word combinations and 
formulas were devised to define laws, processes and conditions existing in 
the universe. But when we think abouta great many of these problems we near
ly always bog down 1n symbolism. Symbolism has a tendency to invite us to 
accept literally that which cannot be accepted on the level of the obvious 
and external. We are still inclined to gradually transform ideals into 
idols, and to fashion a material explanation, or an explanation on the plane 
of material phenomena, for matters that do not belong there. To clarify 
this and free ourselves from certain impediments we have to proceed rather 
carefully, and that is why we are taking six evenings to unfold one basic 
idea. We have to be aware of the idea itself. 

In the Northern Asiatic System, Hierarchy literally means the entire . 
unfoldment of the cosmic scheme. It fsan effort to approach physiologically 
'and anatomically the structure of the Divine Body. Anatomy gives us the 
structure itself; physiology gives us function. And in the study of our 
problem we are dealing essentially vL.ith function._ not with for~. Form is 
the vehicle through which Junction expresses, but the prgpl§m _of H::h_,erarch j 

15elongs on the plane of function# PO-\L.Q.!} the p~ane of me.!'..~ s~..r~c~:ig:e, ;y_§t 1t 
'Ts7"a law in nature that all ener must manif'est tlirou v:ehicles of some 
K d. hat w c o become ob·ective must incarnate or become em id on 
·sam~leve o ob iectivi Yo It does not necessarily mean a p ysical level, 
But- itaoes mean a level'relating to objective existence, a level that can 
be known, cognized, intuitively apperceived, or recognized in some way by 
the faculties ap.d p,ewers at the disposal of the human being. Beyond that 
is the Great Unkito~n which we cannot easily approacho Hierarchy, therefor§J, 
carries the i plication f nt of the universal machinerv. not a 

e m..achinery, u tionin one; and the Great ey that hover · -; in the 
~mospherea'5ove the concept is that it is what the Easterners call a Manda
la, a universal figure or design infinitely repeated on every plane of mani
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festation. Hierarchy is the Archetype of organizations of all kinds, wheth
er physical, biological, chemical or psychological. Hierarchy is the root, 
pattern, overtype of all structural integration, inasmuch as Hierarchy doe ·s 
not in this case imply government. Hierarchy is not to imply a despotic ov
erpattern of autocracy in space. Hierarchy is that form of administration 
which is internal in substance, energy and consciousness. It is the inevi
table unfoldment according to the nature or · the primary unfolding substance. 

Hierarchy is not manmade, is not God or Being as we think of God or Be-
ing. It is the intrinsic internal fact of consciousness itself unfolding ac
cording to innate and eternal energy which follows the great basic axiom 'of 
the Greeks, namely, "That God or The Eternal is forey§r geQmetrizing in · , 
S¥ace. 11 The Great '"Geometr•y of' The -Infinite is the ref ore the design of the 
it erarchy, and every part of it is a natural unfoldment from within its own 
organism, not imposed. Hierarchy is not government imposed from the outside, 
but overnment revealed thr the rowth of life and living organisms 

hemse v . n other words, it is revealed through the processes of existence 
and not imposed upon the processes of existence. It is therefore to be consid
ed the process for the natural unfoldment of consciousness. Consciousness 
itself is a term for which we· do not have too adequate a definition. We c_an 
bolster it up with words and define it in one way or another, but in order 
to apperceive consciousness as the root and source of Hierarchy we have to 
begin with a series of definitions whi.ch we will have to consider. No one 
is required to believe o~ accept, we only ask consideration. We only ask the 
individual to think the thing through for himself and try to experience it 
in lil.1s own dimensions of apperceptive power. 

To really go into the Eastern Schools we lea"IB a great many familiar 
landmarks, but we gain others that are in many ways more valuable than the 
ones we leave behind. This is not a problem of competition between the East 
and West. It is simply the result of a condition which was almost inevitable 

~

nder the great panorama: of history. The Western development along mystical · 
ines was blocked systematically by political intepferences and by the many 
hanges that took place in human affairs . There was for many centuries prac

tically no organization of creative idealism in the Western civilization. 
So while they had it all,and still have it all, the machinery for its presen
tation has not been as well perfected as yet .:ll.n the West as it was where 
these matters always received a reasonable degree of honor and recognition. 
This is a matter of trying to approach the subject as directly and simply 
and pla~nly ,J as possible for the sake of those who are interested. 

Hierarchy begins for us with an attempt to come to certain conclusions 
ncerning consciousness; not consciousness psychologically considered, or 
eologically or philosophically defined , but in the terms of the school · 

which created the concept of Hierarchy, a school which had an entirely dif
ferent basis for the development of philosophical idealism than those founda
tions with which we are familiar. _ In the first place, in the Northen School, 

e Maha ana S stem~ co~sciousness is a tremendous term synonomous with real
ity. Consciousnes is living reality, it is self-existing fact, it is the 
wholeness and allness of existence, internally and eternally apperceived by 
self alone. Consciousness is not human consciousness when approached on this 
plane. Consciousness is the Eternal Fact which remains unchanged whether it 
is known by anything or anyone; it is unchanging in its essential essence 
and everchanging in its appearance and manifestation. It is an infinite ex
tension of all forms, modes and conditions of knowing, feeling, believing, 
apperceiving , or intuitively or instinctively app~hending. It is more than 
that. That .is merely the outer vestment of it. Consciousness is the eternal 
state of knowing, yet without a Knower.~ the Ea ern System, mind precedes 
brain, the thought precedes the thinker. ~tis the thought that produces the 
thinker and not the thinker that produces the thought. This is a little dif
ficult to grasp immediately, but perhaps as we unfold the symbolism on the 
various planes on which it develops ~ou will see exactly what is implied. 
What we want to do is trace the problem through six levels, restating it on 
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each plane as it functions there in an effort to give · you the unfoldment of 
a very extraordinary appro ach to the essentials of knowledge, understanding 
and universal fa.ct., When we say Fact in Western terms we get rather cold, we 
get very far into a materialistic consideration of dogma; that is not implied 
at all . It is the limitation and almost the irony of our idiom that prevents 
us from getting into the immediate facts as they are understood by different 
people with a d:fferent sense of values of wordso ThereforeJ let us say it 
this way: Consciousness instead of being now a term which has become assso
ciated with our Western methods of philosophy and psychology, emerges in its 
Eastern symbolismJ- Adi-Buddhi. It is a strange termJ and yet it is clean in 
the sense we have not yet learned how to abuse it; we have not yet created the 
capacity to misunderstand it. Therefore, when we do begin to bu~tl a meaning we 
do not have to tear down fifty meanings that are archaic or inadequate. Adi 
simply means First, but in Sanscrit in the ancient language the use of the 
term First does not mean beginning in time, but the summit of quality; or, 
First means All and Prevading and Superior, and that from which other things 
may come, but from which nothing can be taken. First is Primordial, Eternal, 
carrying all the .i.mplicatio ns of superiority without the dogmatic egotistic 
connota t1.on of superiority. Adi means, therefOTe, that which is, in the 
sense of an unconditioned, timeless fact; an unlimited, unoriented, but not 
disor .iented realityo Buddhi means in its essential nature that phase of con
scious ness which is compl etely internal. Budd.hi means the state of knowing 
apart from The Knowero Therefore, the term together means the state of eter-

' nal , primordial knowing. It means that which is in every sense of the word 
the sum, substance and totalit y of the pyramid of causes. 

Let us then proceed to another important concept that is contained with
in the term Adi. Adi imple s furthermore not a state in the sense of a static 
capacity , or an expanse., but of a dynamic. Adi implies not only that this 
condition 1s eternal, but that it is absolutely vital, absolutely life com
plete; that there is no deficiency in its energies, substances , qualities, 
and no restr1.ct io n of any kind upon the possibilities of its expansion and 
its infinite manifestations .through appearances and changes. It is all of 
these things and more, but the plus qualities have to be par•tly revealed 
through the conditi.on 1.tself. In their effort to give us a reasonably clear 
concept of this term, the followers of the Northern School, basing their 
conclusion s upon the atomistic researches of Sankaracharya , declared that 
Adi-Budd.hi corresponds with Eternal Space as Consciousness, Consciousness as 
Space, Space and Consciousness undifferentiated, each·containing the fulness 
of the other without limitation or restriction. So wherever Space extends 
Consciousne ss is; wher•ever Space penetrates Consciousness penetrates, and 
wherever Consciousness is the field of Consciousness is Space o This is not 
physical space; this is not the kind of space we imagine when we look out 
into the night to measure the interval from this planet to another sun or 
star out in the firmament. Space in this condition is a concept also, a pol
arization which implies Infi.nite Capacity, Infinite Material Substance, In
finite Resource, Infinite Possibility,and forms the theater of Consciousness. 
Yet in the term Adi-Buddhi they are not yet aware of a separate existence or 
expansion within themselves, 

We have then what one of the mystics has called Time and Eternity un
divided . We have at this point Spirit as Space, Spirit as Time, Time as 
Spirit and Space. We have no differentiation, because we have a positive, vi
tal wholeness of all definition, all conceivable ancl imaginable definition. 
In this Eastern approach we realize we are coming to the whole concept of 
Hierarchy on one level, and that is the level of Consciousness. In most oth
er systems of philosophy there is a descent from Consciousness away from its 
own fulnes s toward involvement in a negative agent of some kind. In the 
Eastern system there is no such involvement, Existences of all kinds are 
modes of Consciousness, not modes of the absence of Consciousness, inasmuch 
as the primary supposition is that Consciousness is everywhere always and 
forever; there can be no place anywhere in existence where there is more of 
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it or less or ito What appears to be more or less ,is therefore not an aug
mentation of or deletion of Consciousness, but is an appearance due to act1v- ✓ 

Jties which condition universals. Hierarchy, therefore, begins with the em
oodiment of the concept of Adi-Buddhi 9 appearing or manifesting as Adi-Buddha. 

Now Adi-BuddhH is a condition which arises from the mortal approach to 
the immortal fact, recognizing it is impossible for the individual to ap
proach principle without some agency of mediation or some intermediate sym
bolism of some kind, that it is not pQssible for the human mind to positive
ly grasp that which is formless, dimensionless and without manifested quali
ty or attribute o 'The mind cannot imagine the grasping of this situation di
rectly. rrherefore, regardless of the agency used, an agent must exist, and 
this agent is a process of the gradual generation of symbolism; it is the 
res 'ult of an inevitable requirement and produces naturally and inevitably 
that which is required; and. the apex of Hierarchy is this hypothetical 
but not imaginary postulation - Adi-Buddha, hich carries the conce t of the 
First onscsiouness as divid d from Primordial Consc1. Tn the Pythag
orean system .ere are two parallel eor es of numbers: On is a theory 
which proceeds from Monad, and the second is a theory that proceeds from 
Unity. The Uni ·t is either The One or the Monad. On the basis of Monad we 
have the emergence of a series of ri.nci le _s_of_J~g{ber; and on the basis of 

~1'.51'f"we have tn:e-emergence of a series of numerical emanations which 
form a sequence. The same concept is used in the Eastern System. 

That which corresnonds to the Monad or the immense it ,_jJnjty at.its 
greatest completeness formirga kind ot _ ternal On is Adi-Buddhio Monad and 
Orre, Unity'as the First-; as e manifestation of Unity as One, becomes Adi
Buddhao Therefore, the Eternal Consciousness is first apperceptable to the 
human being as Unity, as Oneness, as a tremendous overunification by means of 
which all order is maintained by the sovereignty of One over numbers; the 
sovereignty of Unity over diversity. And in the great manifestation of life 
Unity becomes the symbol of the Supreme Power; whereas, diversity becomes the 
symbol of tne mani.festation of that Power, or field of action in which that 
Power operates. In this term, therefore, at the root of Hierarchy is this hy
pothetical, but as I say not imaginary, postulation, the conception of The 
All as the Great One. This is the same term we have in the Cabala, where 
Ain - The Boundless, causes to emanate from itself Ain-Soph, The Boundless 
Life, The Boundless Light, and where the closed eye, which is Eternal Space, 
opens to become The Knower, or the symbol of the dot and the circle, which 
to the Cabalist is the pupil of the eye; the open eye representing objective 
Unity, the closed eye subjective Unity. 

Because of the background of this school in North Asia, and because of 
the tremendous background of Brahmanical Philosophy that lay behind it, it 

t was inevitable that the school should develop.I~ the great cosmological plan 
it was already known at least a thousand years before the creation of Buddh
ism. In this great plan the elements of H arch · were already present, but 
required organization; and as we mus have at the beginn ng o _a organiza-
tion the overconcept, the fulness that is later to sustain all parts and to 
provide the mate r ial for all specializ~nb~e find the Oriental presenting 
to us di-Bu . na as "the symoc3T b-r--tJrrtv rsal or.i:scioi:rsriess focused or unified 

~_jecti.ve , :universal _nowing. Again no Knower, on y e-R:nowing, the know
l)E-@ing which is to g!ve birth to The Knower, because the knowing is the instinct 
~~~ and the Knower is the product that is ,eternally bemg produced by 

eternal process innate in Space. \ 
Adi-Budd.hi , then. in this system, is prodtlcing or founding an emanation

~ toeor~ ~ structure called ~chy, and. It \ is doing so by a process on 
the level of Consciousness. In the Eastern school the level of Consciousness 
is the only one that could ever factually exist. All other levels are due to 
certain illusions which we shall discuss as we proceed. At this point the 

(motion of Consciousness) according to the East,is our next consideration. We 
mu,!?t have some pattern of generalities if we are going to have any development 
or particulars. Adi-Buddha stands as Consciousness on the threshold of mani-
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festation. Now in which way, according to the Eastern system, does Conscious
ness manifest? We have immediately a rather obvious situation. If Conscious
ness is allpervading 1 t can never man1=fest outside of i .tselt. If, the ref ore, 
we are going to produce a phenomenon out of a noumenal state, in thls case 
on the level oi' Creative Consciousness, creation must be a,n internal rather 
than an external procedure, and in the Eastern way of expl?,ining it, the ob-
·ecti fication Hie rarch as a reat sen· in 8 ace and Time is due no 
o De y emananting or caus:iing to emerge from imself .. ,,. but is due to ei y 

submer ing 1 tself 1.n 1 ts elf. In other ~"""-\<w......_ the motion is internal and is 
e erre · e Eas un er the term that is ijeditation. Creation 

is therefore the step of meditation, an wen we get into the Yogacharyas 
School we realize that al h~ .degrees of meditation used in the .discipl'Ining 
9J a disciple ~re._-~ j·Eii"ct statements of the creative processe -~~ r: ll),Q.J'.'
dial owe~. The individual creates inwardly not externally. · Also:rrthe East
ern concept of the perio d between incarnations the entity does not go to a 
place but pas~es through a process of internal motion toward the source of 
self. ~his ,diffe]'.'ence has never been clearly emphasized in populfl-r writings, 
but is an essential part of the original doctrine, and explains the probabil
ity of individ .uals · with a diversity of karmic debt all being able to fulfill 
them in tbe . after•death state, which would not be possible if it were a place 
where ind,tviduals simpl continued their earthly policies. The individual 

ass in · ·. -' · u na s er is ass~_ng . through his own :tnterng,1, 
w er~ he de sit aknesses and stren • s of nis own actions. He is 
.t ere ore e.x:perien"'ing what appears o be an external state, but it is occlilr
ing within himself o)That is the answer that the Northen Buddhist also gives 
to the meditation of Adi-Buddha. ~universe appears to unfold from Cause, 
but it is really infold:!ing into Cause. Now that is a dimension of procedure 
which I imagine may caus e a little twitching in the corner of the mouth or 
around ,,.the ears, or somethi ng of that natu:rJ~. It requires a rather interest
ing approach to something. But let us realize what we are working with and 
be ,pa ,tient; do not worry if you do not understand it immediately. For your 
consolatio n some of the Eastern sages themselves had to be reborn a hundred 
times before they knew what it was about. So do not get excited, just take 
,l t easy and we will see what we can do. 

Adi-Budd ha - let us imagine now as they did, because we have to use cer
tain . similes by means of which we are going to accomplish first a crude image. 
And we are all right there if we do not become satisfied with it and continue 
to worship the image and forget the idea for which it stands. We must define 
this concept as rapidly as possible, but we must begin with one. In the 
Northern Banners and Tibetan paintings Adi-Buddha sits in meditation. The 
image represents a complete abstraction from all the objectivities of life. 
The image is usually seated upon a great lotus flower which is the s:ymbol of 
the potential moti.on of the universe toward unfoldment, and in the midst of 
this unfoldment and throned upon it is the symbol of unchanging, inte:rmal 
contemplation. The Brahmins say, for example, the manifested universe is 
part of the sleep of Brahma, that when he goes to sleep the objective world 
comes into existence, and when he awaksns it disappears. Instead of being 
the handiwork of his objectivity, it is the dream or sleep-life of the fower 

; beh;nd creation~The_Buddhist_ 'does not quite take that attitud~, but he has 
/ derived some consolation from it. lie takes the attitude that Adi-Buddha, ~Con, 

~ness, b into the state ,of internal awareness asses slowl 
-~ · an a thr uh a seres of -states which are crea ed by: 

is own will and sustained by its own internal visualization. ese s a es 
are the urif'olg__ing creatio n which we believe we knqw~, a!I of these s a s e
in.g conditioned in tne med:j.tation or in the InEernal awareness of Conscious
ness itself~ Adi-Buddh~, therefore, comes to the time when as Consciousness 
it seems to fulfill tp.e great rhytp.pi, because in all East .ern philosophies 
there is an eternal motion inherent in S ace a motion which is not i ven b _ 
a God AJ;Ju ·a motion w. . creates God who in 
!_heir turn qecome the _agents,.IIQf that motiori ,Aput he . 
'N\o,tl~\'\ \Gc,.r-~.:-(. C:o.r.h~V-"-~~ .J~W\. ~LVl~\~ss ti~, 
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eternal rhyt hi.n, the ebb and flow of eternity itself, is inherent in Space 

all the potentials with which Space is endowed. 
en hrough this eternal motion Adi-Buddha reaches the emergence of 

creation, the Be1Ing passes into internal contemplation and loses gradually, 
as by a sleep, the full awareness of itself and envisions or causes to rise 
from its own meditations a series of shapes, likenesses or shadows, wh~h it 
the~ _~ mi ts to become the cus~odlians of i~ _.own cons9 :!-.ill!.~_tJ.@Ss. The Cre ting 

er goes o seep in its own creation, becomi · mmers~d inlt, even .as ~e 
whole patt~n is immersed i n Space itself. And Adi -;;. l,lddha, which is the ro~ 
of the GreaJ ystem .t hen causes to arise from within itself the great first \ 
ordaining p wer , Vajradhara, which is the Diamond · Thunderbolt, or the Jew
eled Thunderbolt. This is again a tremendous conc .ep of - Deity, but just as 
you quie t ly envisio n within your own experience,by a fantasy, a kind of be
ing which being without substance can be substantiated by your own accept
ance of it, Adi-Buddha accepts the psychosis of Vajradhara and permits it
self' to go to - sleep in universal awareness in the sense of objective exist
ence. And the Diamond Thunderbolt becomes what we might term the symbol of 
the Universal Mind which has become the container of the Universal Thought • 
.The Thought has entrusted itself to the Mind, has gone to sleep in the Mind, 
with a sort of admonition "Be gentle of me, 11 and the Mind then becomes the 
custodian of the original dimensionless structure. But this is not mind as 
we know it, but Universal Apperception Power. In the UnJversal Concept of 
the North Asiatic mind has no relation to our intellectual concept of it, 
inasmuch as it does not represent our idea of the mental polarity of know~, 
ledge, thought or understanding. Mind is simply the self-apperceiving power. 
The Eternal Knower becomes the Self-Knower, but in the process of becoming 
the Self-Knower it loses its power to remember the Universal Knower. In 
knowing itself it loses the power to know the Notself. It has centralized its 

.;universal attributes and sacrificed Universal Consciousness for the emerge ·nce 
·· of an objective awareness of self-existence. 

To the l!ortherm As1atic 1 mind is not the intellectual estimator of things. 
Pure lM:1.nd is simply the selfknower, nothing else, that which says "I khow I 
exist. 11 Self being the Mind in this sense of the word must pass through an 
infinite manifestation of development before the selfknower can fill in the 
interval of selfknowledge. The selfknower like the child may say "I am" 
without any of the deeper apperceptions of the meaning of the statement. But 
the Universal Mind, the great Diamond Thunderbolt,aK~j~£g.hara, is that which 
says "I am." Whereas that which went to sleep in it7maae possible through the 
acceptance of the illusion of specialization or segre~ation did not have the 
capacity to say "I am." To our way of thinking "I am is an improvement on 
the fact of not knowing. _In~"t, however "I am" is not an improvement, 
for that which knows itselr-iiiust pay the penalty by be ng una e o exper ence 
the fact of an thin else. It is the great isolation; it is the symbolism 

a s back of Shiva e great Indian God who becomes the Eternal Mendicant 
paying for the knowledge of its own existence by the loss of its participa
tion in universal existence. It pays for life by the awareness of death. It 
pays for objectivity by the loss of subjectivity. It is capable of gradually 
building a great objective existence, but it has been deprived by its own 
polarization of the supreme fact, - pure Consciousness itself. It has lost 
its eternal tranquility, its eternal sufficiency of fgi-Buddha. 

Yet the Mind in the process of its development, Rot the Mind that thinks, 
but the Mind that is aware; there is a great deal of difference between these 
two things . It is not the mind that analyzes and weighs and says "This is so 
and that is not so ., 11 we are not dealing with that plane at all; we are deal
ing only with the Mind that is able to experience the fact of self, the ex
istence of self. The existence of self creates out of itself the beginning 
of the great Order of Shaktis, or Consorts. e moment Mind or Consciousness 
is aware oft existence of Self it must be re ' 

f. n he conce to Hierarc No - e t ----~-!_ __:est o _ Spa~ e; s everything except 
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Instead of looking out into Space and seeing Eternal Consciousness, the Unit, 
Vajradhara looks out into Space and sees the Not-Self, because the Self is 
Now, the focal point around which the entity cannot perceive; that is, be
yond which it cannot retire. The moment we have the fact, or the phenomenon, 
more correctly, of the Self, we must have the Not-Self, because we must have 
the separateness , and this is why P thagora~ referred to the Duad as the 
number of evil and spat on the ground whenever he used it, because it was the 
symbol in the ancient Egyptian mathematical system from which Pythagoras de
rived his initiation of the fact of Self and inevitable fact of the Not-Self, 
the corollary, the tremendous disaster which came : the moment I say 11I am, 11 

for in that instant man or creation aligned itself against itself, creating 
th Great Interval, which e called 11The Ab ss 11 that which is not th 

.:!.. ~. The moment " e ,§.a] e exper~n,c,.es -__e mystery of the ot-Self we have a 
,~ motion which is set u in th~Q.I!...t_hern system, and from the awareness of 
~ Se fas a degree of meditati.Q!l.) the Being descends again to a still lower 

level pro cing the Second Logos, which is Vajrasa~va, the Jeweled Soul, or 
as it is commonly called, the DiamordSoul of the World. But Vajrasaltva al
though so translated does not mean Diamond Soul. Sattva means Self. Vajra
:satti.a.means the jeweled or gilded or ornated Self, and the inevitable produc
tion of Mind or the contemplation of Self is the objectification of Self,and 
we have a descent into a funnel-like process of descending values and powers, 
beglnning with Consciousness and ending with Self as a unit. Self now the 

a
bject of Mind, not the subject of Mind; Self no longer as contemplating the 

potential of Not-·Sel.f or Eternity, but contemplating the potency of Time, the 
objectification into a level of Consciousness which gives rise to the entire 
mystery of creation. 

Now let us pause for a moment and retract our position on a different 
level tha t we wish to emphasize. In the system under consideration we begin 
with what might be termed as the Sun of the Galaxy. The Galaxy is for all 
our proper purposes the insular coordination of Suns, which compose a mass 
of cosmi c tissue. The Galaxy is an enormous family of magnificent, luminous 

( 

powers, like the Milky Way, which is an infinite number of Suns os t of 
them mu , reater than ou_ r own. . But in . the Eastern system the alax is the 

as · · · tb..e_c_o.ncept deyelo~j. of the emergence of ~ organized 
'""'-=~ ........ ·- ~· The Galaxy is there ore, when considerea together, one Sun,---uiat 

!~1.L. is, S-u-n, one enormous light.) The Eastern tradition tells us the Sun is not 
IJ'""\ in the center of any solar system or of any cosmos or of any universal sys

tem or of any galaxy; the Sun is at the circumference. What we call the Sun 
is merely the converging point of the rays of the True. Sun. Therefore, pl~an
ets do not actually, accord:~x~{~y]the ne-re-~othes~.§.tner -.g.e_..frolll-the -
Sun and live apart from it, lan s are a!_wals __ in~oody of ~elf 
The Sun's power, heat and energy is not in the center but in the circumfer
ence of the solar system or of the cosmic system or of the Galaxy. 

In the Eastern system<'the Sun of the Galaxy) which is the largest unit 
of which the human mi.nd is ':t,-ractically capable o even imagining successful
ly -- it is like trying to imagine a billion dollars, you cannot do it; you 
can call it a billion dollars but you have no experience of it. And it is 
almost impossible to have an e~perience of Galaxy, but for our purpose the 

'- _ Hierarchy or the Great Developm .ent, begins in the Galaxy, which is nothing 
~ more nor less than a vast field of impregnated Space, ~nd,_ by impregnated 

~ce we mean Consciousness. The power of the Galaxy, the Sun which is to 
contain within itself the infinite diversity which is compos;pJ11 the differ
ent solar systems, universal systems, that emerge from the Gtl;xy or within 
it, all these together constitute the G t Circle which is Adi-Buddha. It 
is the ower which is going to create by media on wi i self and ---
~elf. ust as e so ar system or , t e ~ axy u o d.s in the Sun and 
Is not cast from it, so all unfoldment, growth and development in nature is 
within the areasof Consciousness and is not projected from them, the reason 
being that without the field of energy, which is the Basic Consciousness, no 
area is vital. Creatures are not cast off into limbo or an abyss; they are 
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created and born into the body of the parental power; therefore, in the 
Galaxy, Adi-Buddha~ is represented the great_Galaxy Sun, which is on its 
own level and plane the ultimate abstraction r of physical liierarchyo This 
is the government as far as we can take it without becoming completely in
capable of imagining the things 11e are saying .; in other words, relieve us 
from the mere use of words . 

Within this tremendous po11er of the Great Sun, which is identical almost 
with the complete distribution of Space, we find that Universal Consciousness 
is distributed throughout Space, and that it is from the circumf'erence to the 
center that Space is focused to produce gradually the Great Sun of the Galaxy 
which is manifested . Within this great area an enormous progeny of Suns de
velops. Within Galaxy come into manifestation the Great Order of Cosmic 
Change, or Cosmic System so These in turn within themselves give birth, in
wardly, not outwardly, to solar systems; and solar systems in turn, give 
birth within themselves and not from themselves to the var~ious divisions, 
stratas and sph~'"~ which make up the tremendous anatomy and physiology of a 
solar structure . ~On the level of Consciousness, Suns belong on the level of 
Adi-Buddha; planets belong on the level of Vajradhara; and continents,races, 
creatures and orders of life belong on the level of Vajrasattvajthe power of 
the Diamond Self,)Each of these orders combine simply a structure. All plan
ets are embryos, only t~~ 8 ~uns are born, and only in the Suns become the 
generatorsof life within/selves that is to become a Sun o This we find, if we 
examine it carefully_ , carries through practically all the great systems and 
structures we know . 

The development of Hierarchy is th~~ . a descent of -~ each of these 
represenffig a vast government by Consciousness through Will and Yoga within 
an ordered or integrated car•rier of place or space. Hierarchy .in the larger 
estimation of things may not be apprehensible or essentially meaningful to us, 
but the purpose of the larger pattern is not so much that we shall comprehend 
it, but that we shall call it what Boehme calls the ~ig_[g!.!:ur~~um, -~ -~ eal, 
i&,_e De.signJ the :e_,g:tternrthat is stamped upon everythingo fn its vaster form 
that Seal is not un~erstandable, but as it comes down and strikes a smaller 
pattern

3 
and then a still smaller one, we eome into the realization gradually 

~ that Evolution, Great.ion , Manifestation, is a cancatenation of identical pat
terns one following another, each on a lower plane 3 each in a, smaller sphere, 
but all alike in quality and essential nature, but differing in magnittude, 
multitude or number of parts, but the same pattern inevitably and eternally 
imposed. Thus by the concept of the Greater we become conscious or able to 
conceive of the development of the lesser . 

On other planes of development in our solar system which is on a certain 
level, it is not on the same level as the Galaxy, it is not in the same space 
of consciousness as the Cosmos, but in our solar system the mystery is again 
repeated in a very wonderful and orderly manner which we can unfold to acer
tain degree of understanding. Our Sun is one of a group of suns which form 
part of the Hierarchy under the great Fixed Star Vegao In other words, Vega 
is the Father Star of our group of solar systemso Therefore, ~is the 
Maha Rishi of the system, the Great One. And in order that this may be un
derstood, and that the power of Vega may never fail, every sun -involved in 
the structure under Vega has its axis, or its central vibratory gyroscopic 
polarity,keyed to some phase of Vega, and by means of this tie all of these 
suns receive their magnetic and sympathetic energies from Vegao Now Vega is 
much like the Maha Rishi s of the Great Bear of our ancient Brahmanic and 
Dravidian ancestors o Vega is represented only as the aged Hierophant of the 
Mysteries of a great group of solar systems. But Vega is the Father Ray, the 
Father Star, of which we are the pr•ogeny. Vega was the root of the germina
tion, the root of the earth on which we are one of the acornso Perhaps it is 
not so good to be considered as merely an acorn, but as you develop the idea 
I think we will be mutually amazed that we have gone so far o Vega, then , be
gins to approach a knowable and understandable phase of our particular prob
lem, and fr•om Vega we have a series or cycle of solar systems which constitute 
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Hierarchy on that levelo Each of these solar systems is a specializati on on 
a level or planeo No two are alike, no two can be identical, no two factors 
in Space can be identical, and yet without being identical Space itself is 
not segmented by the di.fference5o It is great enough to involve all noniden
tical factors in a common identityo 

Vega, becoming, as it were, the root, becomes the source of a certain 
life power, which is more or less to be traced in tlJ.e heredity of Suns -
S-u-n-s, each of which must inherit certain universal powero In the develop
ment of these systems, - if we have the time, which we do not have now_, - we 
would be able to study the actual energy ray and quality ray of these great 
Galaxy Suns, and how through their crossing and mingling we have what might 
be termed the basi c pattern for the development of planets and suns within 
any given area of the Great Diffusion. Every one of the factors can be cal
culated. Vega, giving us this Father Star, this great Pattern, then proceeds 
to unfold the mystery of the solar systemo The Suns are the children of Vega; 
the planets are the children of the Sunso The Sun, therefore, in each solar 
system, in each cosmic system, in each Galaxy, i.s the source and throne of 
Hierarchy. The Sun is not necessarily the seventh and complete source of the 
energy, any more than any human being examining into his own body, even though 
he disc overs the sou1:•ce of energies within himself, has discovered theirl> true 
source o The Sun consists of several powers ., to be explicit, there are twen
ty-three powers 1nvolved in the construction of the Suno These powers relate 
to and unfold the relation of the Sun not only to the Galaxy and all these 
superior powers, but to its own great, internal pattern of entityo 

The Sun is a mode of Consciousness, it is a degree of unfoldment of 
universal realization. The Suns are the great key centers of the realization 
factor of a solar systemo Therefore, they become the c.oordinators and deter
minators of the development of faculties, functions and powers, of all. crea
tures developing with.in the areas of these :solar systems. We wi.11 pass rath
er qu;ickly fol" the moment from the Eastern system, because it is not helpful 
to us ' to spend too long ·a time in Spaceo It was merely to give a little skel
eton back there for you to think about latero But the Sun is bound to the ' 
planet; or the planet 9 more correctly, is bound to the Sun by the universal 
analogy of the umbilical systemo The planet is bound to the Sun by two com
plete sets of magnet i.c attachments, and these enclose the planet by an arter
ial and venous system of circulati.on, one of which caps from the North and 
the other from the SoutJ1 polar extrem ities of the planet . These magnetic 
fields are the Auro ra Borealis and the Auror•a Australis O They arA the great 
polaritie s and have their corresponding posit.ions in the magnetic field of 
the human body and in the magnetic field of the Suno The Sun is bound mag
neticly in the same way to the other planets of the solar system, and what 
we call ether or the atmosphere of interplanetary space is really a tissue 
made up of an infinite number of etheric channels for the distribution of a 
subtle energy or fluid which is called Odie Forceo 

This energy produces two effects ~ First, Space impinging by atmosphere 
or substance upon a pla.net, impregnates it by osmosi.s. It is also · nourished 
by these two great systems of cords, arterial and venous, which are under the 
custodianship of the two g!'eat Hlerarchies or Orders of Spirits which are as
sociated with the earth itself, namely, the Devas and the Suraso They come 
in a little later in our considerationo When a planet is being formed, and 
it is formed very much like the infant in the womb, its formation is manifest
ed through cell fragmentation. There is an infinite multiplication of cells, 
which, however, never destroys the homogeniety or integrity of the parent 
cell. In other words, the first cell which appears in the impregnated human 
ovum becomes the epidermis of the final adult body of that person. The divi
sion takes place within it, but it is never divided~ and it is always this 
way on all levels of consciousness; it is eternally division within, but the 
,substance, the sum of the essence is not divided. 

In the process of the generation of planets out of the solar mystery 
within the solar body, we find these planets represent a multiple pregnancy 
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which takes place and consists of a group of potential Suns suspended in em
bryo within the magnetic f.ield of the Sun itself; it is ess entially its body. 
This magnetic field is divided into three strata by means of which certain 

_· nutrition 9 qualities and attributes are bestowed upon these evolving organ
isms within it. Phenomenally speaking, we wonder how planets gradually de
velop the lives that populate them and ultimately supply them with the flora 

· and fauna. We are told in the Northern Sys tem of' Maha.ya.na Buddhism that at 
the beginning the planet itself consisted not of a visib l e body but an invis
ible body; not of one invisible body but a whole series of them. Just as the 
human being passes through a series of vehicles until it objectifies a phys
ical body, so the planet itself gradually in carnates . . It creates its form 
as the oyster creates its shell, by exuding certain substan ces from within 
itself. The body is not added, it is exuded from within the resources of the 
complete Consciousness . Man builds his body through the circumference of his 
magnetic field just the same as the Sun builds its planets from the circum
ference of its magnetic field o Plato was aware of that and very clearly indi
cated how souls descend like seeds from the Great Band of the Milky Way, an 
analogy that is more apt than most people realize. 

· In the de velopment of the planet in the Great Body of the Sun it passes 
through a series of procedures very much as we know in the case of the human_ 

4:mbryg) It passes through growth, and this growth is not merely the imme
iate intensificat i on of form to a particular end; this growth is a series 

of erubodimentso The embryo passing gradually thr•ough the p1•enatal state, 
passes not only in retrospect or by recapitulation throu a series of form 
conditions, b ternall throu has t' ns ons com-
ensurate wi h In o 1er words , Consci e i~ 

-) w . u act, ' 11. It re-experiences 
as Consciousness as well as remanifesting as forms a serie s of modes or moods 
of meditationaJ a,wareness/.1 The Easterner always represents ·~e embrzg as in 
thEL.JJ..terus or womb in ~t§.te of medit~tio,p, because it is re-enacting as 
Consciousness with.in itself a series of states, even as its form is passing 
through a series of modifi.catione o The same is true of the development of the 
planeto The planet was built from the circumference to the center~ the phys
ical body of the planet being the last to manlfest, and the physical body be
ing a condensation of the etheric fi .eld,a gradual motion downward, a motion 
inward, also, in terms of conscious experience, a motion of Consciousness 
from a state of comparative freedom to a state of compara.~;!.,ye,. o~~curation. 

As the material form of the eaTth developed, .ll,.ierarcn.W'?rtoved gradually 
from the stratified zones of the magnetic and etheric fieldsof the earth, ' 
for from the moment its-ince tion every livin thin must either be gov-
,erne,S!_<:£_ se fgovernin&; nothing can e e o c . ance. e phenomenom~ 

, { SJL,lfgovernment i~ t].e consummation _ o.£_ ~e 12._rwer 2f overning., ~d no_¥,iin~ ~ 
\ / be gov@ned ffiat will ncl bL ultimately sel governe . n nothing ~ ~ 

... se!fgovernin mat has 1.12.t reviousl b~n go e ne T_llere laws are, _·a.ppaJ:!filltly 
\ u ab e man an o e may care ta exercise. In the develop-
. ment of ·, e planet its ell we are told in the ancient records that we had 

first a world field of luminous mist, a mist which is said to be the soft 
body that hardened. G1~ea t periods of time were required to gradually bring 
about a condensation within this field that precipitated more and more until 
the mist took upon itself the form of th~ dumb-bell, or of the mysterious. 
creative number eight lying on its side, a strange, twisting , crossed spiral, 
an e.ndless double loop. In this state of its development the reason foI• the 
condensation at the cap, and the comparative lack of condensation in the 
eqµato rial zones was the motion of energy against Space, a problem that play
ed an important part in some of the atomic theorieso The condensation being 
more rapid where the motion or friction was less, and the friction of a mov
ing or rotating body bei .ng less at its poles than at its equator , we had a 
gradual condensation. 

We have other factors in form, however} because we know that in the hu
man ovum where there is no such motion the condensation at t he poles is still 
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an observable phenomenon. The condensation at the poles produces in the hu
man cell the beginning of the spinal cord, and in the planet the beginning 
of the polar axis . The polar axis is the spinal cord of the planetary struc
ture, and in our case the upper end of the pla.netary axis hypothetically 
moves in a curious clockwise motion through the stars of the Little Bear. 
In other words, if we were to extend the North Pole axis infinitely toward 
Space, its upper end would move in a gyroscopic number eight motion through 
the stars of the Little Bear. These are the Maha Rishis of the Brahm.ins, be
cause the inclination of' the Pole of the Et:1.rth to these various stars causes 
an inclinational change to the Master Star Vega, and the combination of the 
chemistry of these two determines the great changes and epochs which are go
ing to take place upon the planet,·and also marks the periods of the Pralayas 
or the Great Sleeps,and of the Manvantaras or the Great Emergences. By emer
gence we mean to come for•th - not a criti.cal moment of some kind - but to 
emerge. So the chemistry of the Polar Axis and the stars of the Rishi aga;in.st 
the great cosmic chemistry of the inclin.at1on of the Magnetic Pole to Vega 
gives a double system of timing; it corresponds in a magnificent manner with 
the Sun-Venus Calendar of the Mayas of Central America. They used a double 
calendar because it was necessary to synchronize a double motion. In the an
cient systems of Asia a double calendar was also used, but it was far more ad
vanced, because i.t dealt with great motions of Fixed Stars; and by the cal
endar of Vega and the Rishi it is possible to estimate accurately any given 
moment over billions of years, because these two great mathematical formulas 
only coincide at certain times J by means of whi.ch we have the Yu.gas, or the 
Great Ages, we have the Days and Nights of Brahma, and we have the recurrence 
of cycles of the four-billion three-hundred-and-twenty million years which 
constitute the Master Cycle of this particular system of creationo 

They have here a tremendous interrelation factoro The pole of the Earth 
itself, according to the Chinese cosmogon,x and to the Northern Asian System, 
is represented in the form of' a spindle " This spindle works in a cup, and the 
complete effect is very much as though we had one of the old.fashioned fire
making spindles of the American Indian 3 a stick with a little weight near the 
center that you rub together in a little cup to create fire. This spindle, . 
which is the true axis, and is the great@o Mepij)of Northern Asian philoso
p Y, - ]t.,, Meru, tfie n_?me I of Hi~r.§:tCI).L_911_th~_£.,aJ"'th I s ~s:µ~f§£e, Meru being the 
~+nt whe,re the ~~gnetic field actually crosses the gre?,Lzpne of _the Eart:tr 1·s 
atmosphere o The true Meru is located above the seven zones of the Earth over 
the magnetic poieo · But as the zones of the Earth descended becoming more con
catenated until the physical globe emerged. in the center, so the inverted arc 
of the symbol of Meru came down also to form what was called the GobinaJwhich 
was the sacred and imperishable center of Hierarchy on the planet. Hierarchy 
reached the planet through the great magnetic umbilical, or the great cord by 
which it was connected to the Sun_. where the Planetary Logos, Iswara, is 
therefore the incarnating entity, as far as the planet is concerned. Remem
ber, the planet is not born, but Iswara, the Logos, exists in the conditi~n 

(

of being quickened within the Earth. The Earth has reached the point where 
as a planet it is quickened but not born; it_lE_ still bound to the great~ 
tr _i tinnaL sy~ -~~1!1-_gf _t~:r:i,, which corresponds to the action of "the thymus 
gland in the _~u..m~n~body. 
--·- Hierarchy is therefor~ represented or embodied in the magneti~ - f .:!:_,eJ,.d 
calle the o ina. _e aFEE, as has been noted before, has eleven motions J 
of wnlch only two. rotation and revolution, are generally knowno The others 
constitute a. varietyof minor oscillations. These oscillations, of course, 
these wobblings of one kind or another, are the true explanation for the gla
cial period and a great many other things science is not too sure of at the 
moment. But most of all these oscillations; over · great periods of tim~, 
changed the inclination of the Earth's axis; producing what Plato called the 
great cycles of fertility and sterility in nature" Tb.ese tremendous cycles 
are inevitable as long as the planet remains unborn, or unti.l it is capable 
of' opening from wtthin itself and becoming a Sun. Inside the Earth's surface, 
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from the surface to the center, a les~~embryo is already form.ingo 'What will 
ultim,?,tely be the planetary system of the_ n~w Sun .is alr .eady s.t;ra.t.ifying 
witmn the planet itiself, f'ul~.lling again, as always, and as eternally, -the . 
requirment of t1ieH:f.erarchy O cy:1erarchy as government\ 1.s then the conside ra
tion we have firsto Hierarchy as government is repre'tented first of all by 
the Sun j_tself, which is the Master• of the Solar Lodge, the actual keeper of 
the solar systemo Thlt:1 i:;i not an authoritari.an type of mastership, however, 
becau se the Master is absorbed in his own_ Lodgeo He :Ls not something that 
sits somewhere and passes judgment upon his solar system o He is in it; he 
is it, and the exper.iences that are occur:r•ing in the solar system are the e)l'.

periences that are occurring to him. But as a power, as a magnetic polarity 
in Spa ce the Solar Power, the Solar• Logos, is the Administrator of the solar 
system by a mode or mood of Consciousnesso 

Now let us drop back for a moment to something else we have to have. 
In the Eastern theor•y all the Creating Powers cause the eme1•gence of what 
are called Chayahs " This is not unique in the East, by any means, we have the 
same thing in the old Judaistic system, for the same pri.nciple 1s involved 
entirely throughout ito (The Senhiroth the reat Blossoms t_!}§ ___ ~~:pPh.:i-r.'.~§..s, 
the Jewels of the Ten Worlds, are reflections of each o er cast downward in= 
~o lower conditions of. su'b,~_tadcl? O l:n the Easternsystem the same problem oc
curs. 1'.he Powers divide:; and in the case of the Solar Logos we have this sit
uation-represented as Iswara, or represented in the T.ibetan as Vajrapani, in 
this meditating solar• figure we have a Buddhalike form sitt.ing in the Sun 
"My tabernacle is in the Sun, 11 says the Bible O This f 1gure si.tti.ng in the 
Sun is represented as in meditation. ~11 of the Creativu..o.:wers are . .-1.n...med.::; 
itationo) In the phenomenon described ):tr"the great books of those people

1 
as 

-Eni'snieditating figure re ans in thls ·tion it draws forth oyt o.rits 
~" r\ own ima~ery a shadow wh ch is c · ha a and this shadow is extended -

..-- downwar Into the phenomenal state o The . e i ta tin P wer does not actually 
descen<;!_, ut sends a ro ·ecti.on or li en ·. sel w icnitunfolds and 
wn · s ou it b a s ,ran e -ma 1c o ct a ever ha ens to the likeness 

'>I--happens to the orig na. 0 is aya or sha ow or the likeness becomes there-
~~~ fore embodied in a corrdition-' and becom~ gra ually capable of calling the 

6 original i.nto i.tself by a great process of magic, a great process of panthra, 
l, panthra being call.iD.g the reality into .its , q_wn projection~iether that pro-

jection be man, nature or faith. . ---- '<, --
In this system, then, the Solar Power is manifested as a(§haya or form) "t,. 

which descends into and becomes the solar system. The Meditating Chaya}re-_j/ 
mains aloof, but is ab~orbed gradually into its own shag._o,:w L J1±,s_t as Eternity 
Ts raQually _ abso~bed into its own.J.._mag!_~gt T~e+F.irst Eternitl dreamed 
Time nd hen Time :s3'rbed apparentlv~ ernit and f'lnaii E ernit must 
release i t 'se f b;y: burs tin t LQOJlQ..S of' Time. It has acceJ?ted the 
l!Ius n an~_}!"!J.S't _c..Q.u.t1.nue JJr&_l __ t ,2vercomes the ,1-lluii_@) In the Northern 
system y:a.jra12a1:i or the Logos, the Solar Power-' sends its representative or 
its agent, the next a ·t of its own Consciousness, because these are all 
manifestations o itself, to become the anet Powero This happened a 
very, very long time ago, and the even Suns who were sent forth, symbolical
ly, are esoterically tweJve, exoterically seven, embodied the Pla.net and were 
the Suns of Deity, the Elohim who moved upon the face of the Deep. Also, 
very long ago the Logos called back to the Sun all of the Planetary Powers, 
so that there is no longer in any of the planets a Planetary Logoso In the 
place of the Planetary Logos there was established a Regency or government 
by ambassadors from planets and from the Sun. - These Regencies functi oned 
through the magnetic core of the Earth . The Earth within its surface is strat
ified in a reverse of the solar system, beginning with the elements and final
ly descending to the Fixed Stars which are in the center of the Earth, which 
corresponds to the great outer heavenly diffusion. In each of the zones rep
resented by metallic and mineralogical strata are the ambassadors of the oth
er planets of the solar system, forming a complete pattern, including the 
Ambassador of the Sun, which is now represented by a Regency rather than by 
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the presence of a Planetary Godo According to the .Ancient Wisdom there i.s 
no Plan etary God in the Earth at the present timeo It is governed by a Re
gency J this Regency having it place in the concept of Hierarchy, and hav ing 
its equivale nt in all the expe1•iences of certain levels of Consciousness 
which we will gradually examine. We have here a Regency composed of the Am
bassad or of the Sun_, the Powers of the Planetary Spirits:, which ar•e bound to 
us by their sympathetic metals within the planet" In every planet one metal 
predom inate s o All other planets contain small amounts of the same elem ent 
and ar e therefore bound together by these magnetic fields of sympathyo Every 
plane t participates in the experience of all_, but each has its own tonal 
measu re, as well as its minor to nal attributeso 

The Planetary Ambassador• of the Sun is to what is called Hierarchy the 
Inter mediat oro Hierarchy then unfolds from and around this central nucle u s . 
Each of the great orders of powers~ of which there were twelve, has at one 
time or another been represented in this Power at work:1 or in the Hierar chy, 
but the first five, 1•epre:sented by the first five signs of the Zodiac , h ave 
reti red thr ough the Sun and are no longer present, and their powers have been 
tra nsferred to other factors, as we will see when the government unfol ds a 
lit t l e moreo Thereforei we have seven of the Zodiacal Powers which re present 
Powers from the Great Central System, we have the Ambassador of the Ear t h, we 
have the Ambassadors of the planets, their various powers within the Earth it
self . We also have agencies fro m the zones of atmosphere around, whic.li.1 never 
desc ended into matter_, and which have bec ome the Great Orders of Devaso In 
add ition to all of these factors we have the emissaries and agents of th e spe
cial ized energies of na.ture" All of these form together what might be t ermed 
one part of Hierar•chy o They constitute the superior or overparL 

Now at this time in human affairs we have passed the nadir of hwnan evo
luti on" As a living creature we a re on an ascending arc toward emancip at i on. 
Havin g passed the nadi:r we are facing a greater and greater part in th e admin
istr ation of Hierarchy, for there i.s gradually developing within humani t y it
sel f a1°chetypal groups, patterns and entities in whom the focal points of 
Hi era rchy are beginning to manifesto The inevitable ordering of life means 
that life will reveal its own Hierarchy, and that when humanity is mat ured 
and per fected it will have released through a psychological and mystic al 
birth the Hierarchy again through itself; not imposed upon it, but thr ough 
itself , and we will then be variously the embodiment of the Hierarchy pr i n
ciple o As this system was created at a very remote time, we have the grad
ual expan di ng of Hierarchy which occurs thr ough the development of a s er ies 
of pat t ern s ba sed upon the motions f rom the North Pole itself. ~e rJJ, which 
is the ro of of Hierarchy., is of c our•se analo gous i n the human consi tuti on to 
Toe brai n; t!:_le mountain wrth th e temple on the top; the mountain with the 
cavern s i n its sides, 'W'here the Rish1.s and Saints and Devas have their abode. 

-irne mount ai n f1 •om whlch rises or ove r which falls· the great Power of Ganga, 
the gre a.t ri ver Ganges which comes down over the mountain, divides int o four 
streams a rrl wat er s the eartho This is all reference to the hlLlll'D.an spina l col
umn, but a ls o t o the great magnetic rivers of the earth_, the four rive rs that 
are re ferre d to in Eden are the same great streams of magnetic force wh ich 
water t h e ea rth. They are not rivers as we know them, but great sphere s and 
plane s of mot ion and energy in Spa ceo 

u as t~Mountain of the Gods .is the abode of the Over-Hierarch y, and 
in man, an d th s mport an , erarchy is cen ered 1.n e min o ow 
when we sa y Hi erar chy is cente r e d in the mind, let me call to your a tte ntion 
we mean by Hi er archy t.e desce nt of Traditional Authorityo I am not r eferring 
to the fact t ha t man°s is goi ng to be t? e ma ster of him, or1~e is .going 
to be th e master of his .d. The human min d , which i.s a magnet 'tiel dls.ttuned 
to Hiera r chyo This is not ec e ssarily good; it is not necessarily bad e But 
the po i nt of it is that the mind of the human being is part of the Or der of 

~~o..\ Author ity or Hie rarchy; it is t he go vernment b y Superiors, and ~ he government 
~'>e~'4-.,.~Supe ri or s i n man) terminates i n the polari zation of the minaoin ot her 
;..,.~ words, t h e mlnd i s7 t.ied magnetic a lly to Meru, to the Sun, and to Vega. The 
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mind is the microcosm of the great government of the Over-Powers" It is not 
that it has ambitions to be like them, that it approves of their ways, or 
that it would do the same., it is that 1t is actually physiologically part of 
them. The mind of man is the polarity of Hierarchy,.in the .?c· consitution. 
It is the part which represents the Divine Government impo by Hierarchy, 
a government which, however, has for many millions of years b n lessening 
its authority and gradually releasing the individual. That is why in the 
Eastern System the mind is regarded a8 a mixed blessing" It is not only the 
force of our individuality and selfhood as we know it, but it is the pole of 
the Hierarchy o It is something we should not and cannot dispose of, because 
to do so would be to cut ourselves off, if we could, which we cannot actually 
do, because we cannot violate the Great Pa ern. But just as surely as hu
manity itself is building up ts greats tem which is to take over, and 
which will ultimately be re-emb ied a The Logos, so the"' human being is un-
folding in himself a system of con us values and patterns which will ulti-
mately take the place of Hierarchy . his own constitution, which will give 
him the Power of The Logos rather than~he Power of the recipient of the Di
vine Authorl ty o So the mind is adually ·,changing and I came across some time 
ago an old Tibetan work that was done at least a thousand years ago, in which 
the story of Hierarchy as portrayed in the human mental structure was set 
forth. But Just as surely as the Planetary Logos has returned to the Sun, 
Just as surely as the Schoolsof the Adepts in the world are gradually taking 
over the Power of the Cosmos for a purpose which we shall explain as the 
lessons proceed, not in order to dictate but in order to release and fulfill 

. ~ the mystery a the Dyi.ng God, so surely in the human constitution a series of 
"-:0'~\l apperc eptive Buddhic Powe s are developing which will ultimately take o~r 

.... ~64~•-...,men of the human being and relieve him .from the authoritarianism 
1~···· en· his own m1nt1. It is a very inter•esting pattern, we cannot even begin 'to 

think it through n~ut for essential purposes government by the mind is 
government from the t 'side, because it is tied to the great cord of the Sun 
and Hierarchy. 0 hi. no. 1 /1.A.P.t-1 ! 

Now the Hierarch has no ambition to be it, it is not a feudal system 
or an absolute rchy trying to hold onto its powers. The Hierarchy is a 
degree in t nfoldment of the Consciou sness of thf'iocked Deityf?it is a 
condition in the Meditation of Adi-Buddha, and therre1ease of Hierarchy is 
the release o e u reme onsc1.ousness from illusion, and this release is 

-=, hrough the development o the Great Order of Dh antBuddha s) Celestial Bod-
~ hisa8ras, erres ria o .isatv as an rakita Buctdhas~ whicii will have to be 

taken up wfien we go into -Ehe Earth and its part of the cycle. But all of 
this system is embodied upon one tenet, namely, that the unfoldment of the 

. Consciousness of the individual is the release of the Cons ciousness of the 1 
col~tive. We are rescuing the voluntary martyr from the illusion by which 

~ our/existence was made possible. It is a different concept from anything with 
, .s~'\.which we are normally or usually familiar, but I think as we unfold it you 
\~~~will find it worth your consideration, and I hope that is enough for the 
co\ I first lesson. 

\ . 
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